FEBRUARY 25
6:00 p.m.

BLACK HISTORY MONTH CELEBRATION
CITIZEN: AN EVENING OF POETRY AND MUSIC

BIG BLUE ROOM
TED CONSTANT CONVOCATION CENTER

Claudia Rankine’s Citizen: An American Lyric, is selected as the National Endowment for the Arts Great Big Read. This riveting completion of racial criticism cloaked in poetry, drawings, and sculptures is the backdrop for ODU students and renowned faculty poets as they convey their spoken word creations in response to and critique of Citizen: An American Lyric. The nationally acclaimed Fuzz Band will showcase instrumental jazz pieces that artistically captures musical imaginations depicting the scope of racism and microaggressions. Refreshments provided. Free and open to the public.

RSVP BY FEBRUARY 21 at bit.ly/NEABigReadODU

OLD DOMINION UNIVERSITY

For more information, contact
Office of Intercultural Relations
1200 Webb University Center - (757) 683-4406
odu.edu/oir - oir@odu.edu

Cosponsored by:
The College of Arts and Letters, Office of Intercultural Relations, President’s Task Force for Inclusive Excellence, the MFA Creative Writing Program, Floetic Movement, BlackFist Club, ODU Student Chapter of the NAACP, Black Student Alliance, and Student Activities Council
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